
 
Hi All,  
 
Below is the list of products that are still available for sale with prices and information about the 
accessories included as of Friday 17th of July. Since our story featured on the Channel 9 news most items 
have been sold. We are still waiting for some people to pay and collect their items. If you are interested in 
something not on the list, send us an email. If a deal falls through and someone fails to collect, we can let 
you know.  
 
We are running very low on accessories so we may or may not be able to supply the optional extras e.g. 
pegs and sandbags.  
 
Cheers, 
 
Jake and John 
sales@crazytownparties.com 
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KING OF THE HILL GLADIATOR DUEL and SLIPPERY BALANCE BEAM 
 

 

 
 
 

Product description This amazing product can be used for two great activities.  

Slippery Balance Beam 

Suds up the balance beam for slippery balance beam races (a 
great addition to a fun run). Try to make it across the beam 
without slipping down the slides either side. We have two of 



these inflatables that can both be purchased and set up side 
by side for two lane races.  

King of the Hill 

Or use it for King of the Hill. King of the Hill is an awesome 
Gladiator Dueling game designed for adults, teenagers and 
kids. The aim of the game is to rule the mountain by knocking 
all challengers down the slides on either side of the inflatable 
beam. The game comes with two whacking sticks and helmets. 
Duke it out with your family and friends to determine who is 
"King of the Hill". 

Extra Challenge - You can spray the beam on this product 
with a water pistol filled with water and/or detergent. This will 
make the beam super slippery and a lot more challenging. 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 4 years to adult 

Accessories Included 2 x helmets, 2 x dueling sticks 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each 
Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Excellent condition 

Dimensions inflated 9m x 5m. Requires a minimum of 10m x 6m x 3.5m high 
of available space 

Price  $1,500 each or 2 for $2,800 

Available for  
collection from 

1 available now 
1 available from the 20/07/20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



BOUNCY BOXING 

 

Product description Bouncy Boxing is a hilarious sport that allows you to challenge 
your mates, family, or even your boss to a fight! Ridiculously 
large oversized gloves are supplied to ensure no harm is 
caused to the participants as they duke it out. The boxing ring is 
a large inflatable jumping castle allowing you to bounce into 
your opponent like a superman with hulk sized fists. 
 
The inflatable ring can also be used for sumo wrestling. (Sumo 
suits not included, however are available for purchase) 

Age suitable Designed for all ages from 7 years to adult.  
 
(Younger kids can use it as a bouncy castle but may struggle to 
lift the gloves) 

Accessories Included 2 x helmets, 4 x oversized boxing gloves 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2 each, Extension power leads @ $10 each 
Sand bags @ $10 each, Safety mats @ $60 each 

Product condition Good condition 

Dimensions inflated 6m x 6m. Requires a minimum of 7m x 7m of available space 

Price  $1350 

Available for  
collection from 

2 available now. 

 



 
Velcro Fly Wall with Gladiator Duelling! 

 
 

Product description The Velcro Fly Wall and Gladiator duel is a one of a kind combo 
product with two amazing games in one! This product comes with 2 
velcro suits, gladiator dueling helmets and whackers. Dress in velcro 
and see how high you can stick yourself to the wall, or stand on the 
podiums in the centre of the inflatable and attempt to knock your 
opponent to the ground with the padded whacking sticks.  
Can also be used as a jumping castle. 7m x 4m.  

Age suitable 5yrs and up 

Accessories Included Velcro suits, podiums, whacking sticks 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10, Safety mats @ $60 

Age of product 1 year old 

Product quality condition In great condition, barely used. Current velcro is in perfect condition 
and when it eventually wears it has a brand new spare velcro wall 
piece that can be attached. Velcro suits are used but still stick well.  

Dimensions inflated 7m x 4m x 4m tall 

Price  $1750 

Availability Available now 

 
 



Black Light Rave Cave Party Tent 

 

 



Product description Black Light party tent aka the Rave Cave! 
This huge 10m x 6m inflatable tent is made of a dark material that is 
designed to keep light out at night for epic glow in the dark black light 
parties. The tent inflates within 2 minutes for a quick set up. The tent 
comes with 6 long length LED UV blacklights. 
 
The windows can all be rolled up or down and there is a mesh layer 
inside that can also be rolled up or down. The doors at both ends also 
roll up and down.  

Age suitable All ages 

Accessories Included 6 x LED black lights 

Optional Extras  
(Additional costs apply) 

Pegs @ $2, Extension power leads @ $10 
Sand bags @ $10 

Product condition Old, roof has been repaired. Still a cool Glow Party Tent. Fully 
functional. 

Dimensions inflated 10m x 6m 

Price  $1,000 

Availability 1 available now 

 
 
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR SALE 
 

● 8m x 4m Heavy Duty Pop up marquee with walls in great condition - Make an offer 



 
 
 

● 4 delivery vans 
● LDV V80 van mid roof LWB manual purchased new 2014 - 126,000km 
● LDV V80 van mid roof LWB automatic 2015 - 165,000km 
● Renault Trafic van low roof LWB automatic 2014 - 123,000km 
● Renault Master van mid roof MWB automatic 2016 - 98,000km 

Images below 
 

***Please contact us for prices if these may be of interest.***  
 



 

 



 

 


